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• Realize an equivalent variant: Rabin-OT (ROT) from OCF 
 
 
 

 
 
• (Standard) transform from ROT to (1-out-2) OT [Cre87] 

Construction in a Nutshell:  

We follow the structure in [BBCS92] 

Lifting Completeness to Quantum World 

Positive Side:  honest players with quantum power  

 Feasible: Identity function (feasible ones are usually trivial) 

 Complete: Oblivious Transfer (OT) 

 𝒰 also contains reactive functionalities, e.g., Commitment (COM) 

𝑓𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦) 

Feasibility and Completeness of Cryptographic Tasks 

in the Quantum World  

Introduction 

Madhav Jha and Sofya Raskhodnikova 

Natural question: 

Systematic study mainly on a sub-family [MPR09,MPR10,KMQ11] 

𝒰 = 𝐹: finite domain, deterministic  

• Examples in 𝒰: 

Jonathan Katz*, Fang Song**, Hong-Sheng Zhou*, Vassilis Zikas* 

Introduction 

2-Party Secure Function Evaluation (SFE) 

Sublinear Algorithms 

Stepping into a Quantum World 

Our Results 

Our Approach 

Fact [MPR10] ∀𝐹 ∈ 𝒰, 𝐹 is either 
feasible or one of the following 
holds 

1. OT ⊆𝑠 𝐹 

2. COM ⊆𝑠 𝐹 

3. XOR ⊆𝑠 𝐹 

4. CC ⊆𝑠 𝐹 

Proving Quantum Computational 0/1 Law 

• Is XOR complete in the quantum statistical setting? 

 Conjecture: NO! and infinite hierarchy still exists 

• What is the minimal computational assumption that suffices for 0/1 law in 
the quantum computational setting? 

• Extending to larger class of functionalities 

 E.g., randomized, infinite domain 
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NP 
Complete 

P 

 Complete 

Feasible 

Analogous to Computational Complexity  

DEF. Call 𝐹 complete,  
if for any functionality 𝐺, 𝐺 ⊆ 𝐹. 

DEF. Call 𝐹 feasible,  
if 𝐹 ⊆ authenticated channel. 

Possible changes: 
 P3: some infeasible (including complete) 𝐹 

becomes feasible 
 P4: some incomplete (including feasible) 𝐹 

becomes complete 

• Quantum Key Exchange [BB84] 

• Quantum OT protocol from Commitment, i.e. 𝑂𝑇 ⊆ 𝐶𝑂𝑀  [BBCS92] 

Classically, provably no statistical secure protocols for such tasks 

Existing Tools 
1. Quantum Lifting Lemma [Unruh10]:  
     classical-statistical security  quantum-statistical security   
2. COM and XOR are quantum computationally compelte (with proper 

computational assumptions) [HSS11] 

Issue: dishonest Bob can measure after receiving 𝜃, and always recover 𝑏!  

Fix: Alice tests whether Bob did the measurement 

using CC  Similar to the “commit-&-open” technique in [BBCS92] 

1. Alice picks bit 𝑐 at random  
2. Alice and Bob send 𝑐 and 𝑥′ to 

CC, and get 𝑐 ⋅ 𝑥′ and 𝑐 resp.  
3. Bob sends 𝜃′ to Alice if 𝑐 = 1. 
4. If 𝜃′ = 𝜃 but 𝑥′ ≠ 𝑥, Alice 

aborts. 

CC 

𝑐 ∈𝑅 {0,1} 

𝑐 

𝑥′ 

𝑐 ⋅ 𝑥’ 
𝑐 ⋅ 𝜃′ 

If 𝜃′ = 𝜃  
𝑥′ = 𝑥? 

Checking Subroutine 

Claim. Alice catches any dishonest Bob w. p. ≥ 1/8 

Proof. With probability ¼, 𝑐 = 1 & 𝜃′ = 𝜃, but in this case any Bob 
guesses right (it he didn’t measure), i.e. 𝑥′ = 𝑥 w.p. at most ½ because 
𝑥 is a random bit. Therefore w.p. at lest 1/8, Bob will get caught. 

A Peek on the Security Proof of OT Protocol Π 

• Let 𝑥 = 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖
′: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼0 , 𝑦 = 𝑥𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼1 , 𝑧 = 𝑥𝑖

′: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼1 ,  
• Checking step leaves 𝑥, 𝑦  to Alice and (𝑥, 𝑧) to Bob; 
• Guarantee: 𝑦 still appear random to Bob (i.e., conditional min entropy high) 
• Mask 𝑏𝑠 with 𝑥  Bob can recover 𝑏 
• Mask 𝑏1−𝑠 with 𝑦  Bob get nothing about 𝑏1−𝑠 (this is a one-time pad!) 
• Formal argument generalizes a quantum sampling framework in 

[BoumanFehr10] to a new setting (maybe of independent interest) 

Warning: the order of sending 𝑏′ and 𝜃′ matters 
 

𝐹𝑓 
𝑥 𝑦 

𝑓𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑓𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦) 

Ideal Functionality 𝐹 

Alice Bob 

Protocol 

Two players want to jointly evaluate a 
function 𝑓 = (𝑓𝐴, 𝑓𝐵), abstracted as 
an ideal functionality 𝐹𝑓 

Goal: design a secure protocol to realize 𝐹 
• Correctness: get correct outputs 
• Privacy: Bob does not learn anything 

about 𝑥 beyond 𝑓𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦); same for 
Alice 

Classical feasibility ≡ Quantum feasibility Claim 2  

One Subtlety: 

NO! 
• commitment is not realizable even by quantum protocols if no 

extra trusted setup  available (quantum analogue of [CF01]) 

Technical Contribution: Generalize a framework for proving  security of a 
class of quantum protocols 

Question: 

Could complete functionalities collapse to being feasible? 

YES! by Key Lemma 

Is CC complete quantumly? 

Classical completeness  Quantum Completeness  Claim 1 

Warning: the order of sending 𝑥′ and 𝜃′ matters 

COM(𝜃′, 𝑥′) 

Open 

*Department of Computer Science, University of Maryland 
**Department of Computer Science and Engineering, The Pennsylvania State University 

 

𝑦 𝑥 

𝑓𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦) 

Computational landscape of 𝒰 Statistical landscape of 𝒰 

0/1 Law 
[MPR10] 

Complicated 

(No 0/1 Law) 
[MPR09,KMQ11] 

How would the classical pictures change? 

Negative Side:  adversaries with quantum power 

We work under the universal-composable security framework 
[DM00,Can01,Unr10]; in both computational and statistical settings. 

adversaries have bounded 
computational power adversaries are unbounded  

1. Quantum computational landscape unchanged 

2. Statistically: multiple classes collapse to three classes 

Theorem (Quantum 0/1 Law) ∀𝐹 ∈ 𝒰, 𝐹 is either 
feasible or complete and they don’t collapse. 

Feasible 

Complete 

XOR +  Theorem ∀𝐹 ∈ 𝒰, one of the two cases is true :  
1) 𝐹 is feasible; 2) 𝐹 is complete or XOR-like 
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Key Lemma: There is a quantum  protocol Π statistically realize OT from CC 

OT 
𝑏0, 𝑏1 ∈  {0,1} 𝑠 ∈ 0,1  

𝑏𝑠 

1-out -2 OT Functionality 

CC 

𝑎 ∈ {0,1} 

𝑎 

𝑏 ∈ {0,1} 

𝑎 ⋅ 𝑏 

Cut-&-Choose (CC) Functionality 

• Alice chooses to observe Bob’s bit 

• Bob always sees Alice’s bit 

Classical characterization of 𝒰 [MPR10] 

Feasible 

s OT 

s 
COM 

c 

s 
CC 

c 

Q: quantum security 

XOR 
c s 
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Q 

Q 

Q 

Q Q 

Q Q 
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Lifting Feasibility to Quantum World 

Statistical Landscape 

Feasible 

OT 

COM 

CC 
XOR 

? 

Classical World [MPR09] Quantum World 

: an infinite hierarchy  0/XOR+/1 Law 

Constructing OT from CC 

Correctness 
• measure in wrong basis gives a 

random bit 
• 𝜃 is randomly chosen 
 w. p. ½, get 𝑥′ = 𝑥; w. p. ½, get 𝑥′ =⊥ 

1. Alice picks at random one 
of two bases 𝜃 ∈ {𝐵, 𝑅} to 
encode a random 𝑥  
 
 
 
 
 

2. Bob measures in a 
randomly chosen basis 𝜃′.   

3. Alice sends 𝜃 to Bob. 

𝜃 1 0 𝑥 

BLUE 

RED 

e.g., 𝑥 = 1 
𝜃 = 𝐵 

𝜃′ = 𝐵: 𝑥′ = 1 
𝜃′ = 𝑅: 𝑥′ = ⊥ 

Measure in random 𝜃′ 

𝑥 𝑥′ 

A Basic Quantum OCF Protocol  

Full Protocol: OT from CC 

• Alice picks 𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑛 at random, and 
encodes them in random bases {𝜃𝑖} 

• Bob measures in random bases {𝜃𝑖
′} 

and obtains  {𝑥𝑖
′} 

• Alice picks 𝑐1, … , 𝑐𝑛 at random, runs 
the checking subroutine. 

• Alice aborts if inconsistency ever 
occurs 

• Bob aborts if Alice checks too many 
positions, say 𝑖: 𝑐𝑖 = 1 ≥ 3𝑛/5 

• Alice and Bob discard the positions 
that have been checked 

• 𝐼0 contains positions that Bob has 
correct measurement outcomes 
𝑥𝑖

′ = 𝑥𝑖 
• Bob send 𝐼0, 𝐼1 according to his 

chosen bit 𝑠 

• Alice masks 𝑏0, 𝑏1; and Bob recovers 
𝑏𝑠 

𝐼𝑠, 𝐼1−𝑠  
𝐼0 = 𝑖: 𝜃𝑖

′ = 𝜃𝑖  
𝐼1 = 𝑖: 𝜃𝑖

′ ≠ 𝜃𝑖  

Measure in {𝜃𝑖
′}  {𝑥𝑖

′} 

𝑏′ ≔ 𝑚𝑠 ⊕𝑖∈𝐼0
𝑥𝑖

′ 

𝑚0 ≔ 𝑏0 ⊕𝑖∈𝐼𝑠
𝑥𝑖 

𝑚1 ≔ 𝑏1 ⊕𝑖∈𝐼1−𝑠
𝑥𝑖 

OT Protocol Π using CC  

1. Preparation 

2. Checking 

3. Index Set Partitioning 

4. Message Transferring  

CC 
𝑐1 

𝑐1 

𝑥1
′  

𝑐1 ⋅ 𝑥1
′  

𝑐1 ⋅ 𝜃1
′  

CC 
𝑐𝑛 

𝑐𝑛 

𝑥𝑛
′  

𝑐𝑛 ⋅ 𝑥n
′  

𝑐𝑛 ⋅ 𝜃𝑛
′  

{𝜃𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖} 

𝑏0, 𝑏1 𝑠 

Open Questions 

1. Weakly secure quantum protocol 
for Oblivious Coin-Flipping (OCF) 

 

2. A checking subroutine that 
augments to standard security 

 

3. Transforming  OCF to OT 

 

Feasible 

Complete 

Feasible 

Complete 

Feasible 

Complete 

? ?  

OCF 
𝑥 ∈𝑅 {0,1} 𝑥 w. p. 1/2 

⊥ w. p. 1/2 

OCF Functionality 

ROT 
𝑏 ∈ {0,1} 𝑏 w. p. 1/2 

⊥ w. p. 1/2 

ROT Functionality 

2. Checking subroutine 

1. Weakly secure quantum OCF protocol [BB84,BBCS92] 

3. Converting OCF to OT 

ROT protocl from OCF 

𝑥 ∈𝑅 {0,1} 𝑥 or ⊥ 
OCF 

𝑏 ⊕ 𝑥 

Feasible 

Complete 

Feasible 

OT 

COM 

CC 
XOR 

Notation: 𝐺 ⊆ 𝐹 means that we can 
realize 𝐺, given 𝐹 as trusted setup. 

⊆𝑠 means the reduction 
achieves statistical security 
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OCF is  non-standard; mainly for presentation purpose 

We realize the Checking subroutine (step 2) using CC ([BBCS92] uses COM) 
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